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Abstract. This paper deals with the reconstruction of
spatial coordinates of an arbitrary point in a scene using
two images scanned by a 3D camera or two displaced
cameras. Calculations are based on the perspective geometry. Accurate determination of corresponding points is
a fundamental step in this process. The usually used
methods can have a problem with points, which lie in areas
without sufficient contrast. This paper describes our
proposed method based on the use of the relationship
between the selected points and area feature points. The
proposed method finds correspondence using a set of
feature points found by SURF. An algorithm is proposed
and described for quick removal of false correspondences,
which could ruin the correct reconstruction. The new
method, which makes use of pseudo color image
representation (pseudo coloring) has been proposed
subsequently. By means of this method it is possible to
significantly increase the color contrast of the surveyed
image, and therefore add more information to find the
correct correspondence. Reliability of the found
correspondence can be verified by reconstruction of 3D
position of selected points. Executed experiments confirm
our assumptions.
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1. Introduction
This paper deals with reconstruction of spatial model
of a scene. The creation of spatial model of a scene is
a very actual topic in computer vision. Results of
reconstruction are three spatial coordinates in a selected
coordinate system (Fig. 1c). An associated task is the
creation of a depth map of a scene. The depth map is
represented by a grayscale image. Intensity of each pixel is
equivalent to the relative depth (Fig. 1b). Some interesting
methods for creation of depth map have been published in
[1] and [2], where the authors proposed a hybrid method
for dense matching. The reconstructed model can be used

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 1. a) Scene obtained by camera FUJIFILM W3. b) Depth
map of the same scene. c) Reconstruction of the scene
spatial model calculate by freeware

in many areas – especially in civil engineering, robotics,
medicine, etc. Depth map is used mostly in 3DTV.
In order to build the model, we have to carry out
several fundamental, i.e.
x Localization of corresponding points,
x interior calibration,
x exterior calibration.
The process can be described by a flowchart shown in
Fig. 2. Methods used for the reconstruction of threedimensional model scenes (determining spatial coordinates) are well-known and well described in the
literature – for example in [14], [15], [16]. To achieve
highly accurate reconstruction, it is necessary to find the
most accurate corresponding points in the two partial
images of the analyzed scene captured with varying
parallax. There are many publications dealing with this
task, for example [24]-[28].The main content of this paper
is devoted to this area.
Section 2 contains the necessary mathematical apparatus
for reconstruction. The next section describes the proposed
method. At first, we propose a method for finding a concrete selected point based on the relation of feature points.
Subsequently, we propose a modification of the method for
elimination of false correspondences. Moreover, we
investigate the possibility of using false colors in the
process of finding the corresponding points. This is a new
approach. An image is converted from grayscale to false
colors using a process called pseudo coloring. Section 4
provides results of the executed experiments. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the contribution of the proposed
approach.
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The exterior orientation represents the relation
between camera positions given by rotation matrix R and
translation vector T. Exterior calibration is calculated
based on the knowledge of the interior matrix K and
corresponding points. Finally, (2) expresses the calculation
of 3D coordinates [16].
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where P1, P2, P3 and P’1, P’2, P’3 are rows of the projection
matrix P, P’. The projection matrix is obtained as P = [I |
0] and P = [R | T]. Further xi, yi, x’i and y’i are image
coordinates of corresponding points. Vector X contains the
resulting spatial coordinates of points. The system of
equations can be solved with a linear least squares solution
[16]. This paper deals especially with localization of corresponding point. Therefore, we do not describe the
process of the reconstruction of spatial coordinates in
detail, specifying the form of fundamental or projection
matrix.

Exterior
calibration:

Determine 3D
point coordinate

Fig. 2. A general flowchart of the designed system for reconstruction of 3D model.

2. Related Work
The most important step that needs to be done in
order to create a depth map is to acquire image correspondences. The image correspondences are then used in
all subsequent operations in the reconstruction. At first,
the feature points in the left and right images need to be
found. Feature points are pixels with salient properties
which can be detected in both images. It is necessary to
find the corresponding pixel in each image. Algorithms for
this task are often examined and many compact studies of
this problem exist [6], [7]. Nowadays descriptors are often
used to find the corresponding points. Descriptors are
functions, which describe points by using properties of
their neighborhood. SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature)
[9] is apparently the most widely used.
When the set of corresponding points is found, the
interior and exterior orientation of camera must be
obtained. The interior orientation represents the properties
of camera (f, u0, v0, s) and its distortion. Interior camera
parameters are expressed by the calibration matrix K as

K

ª fu
«0
«
«¬ 0

s
fv
0

u0 º
v0 »»
1 »¼

(2)

(1)

where fu and fv represent the focal lengths in pixels, (uo, vo)
represent the coordinates of principal point, s represents the
skew. Many methods have been proposed for camera
calibration [3], [4], [5].

The above described procedure can be used only if we
know image coordinates of the reconstructed point in both
images. In general it is a very difficult problem to detect
image coordinates in both images for an arbitrary point if it
lies in an area with regular textures or in “white region”
without features and contrast. We have proposed and tested
a method based on relation between arbitrary selected
points (by user) and feature points in its neighborhood.
The main idea uses a hypothesis that small areas in an
image lie in the same depth. In consequence, points from
the same area are transformed identically between images.
Therefore, when we know the positions of some points in
the given area in both images and the position of the
selected point in the first image, we can deduce position of
the selected point in the second image. In the first stage of
research published in article [23], we tested the usability of
the basic idea. In this paper, we examine the possibilities of
position refinement for the point in the second image.

3. Proposed Method
The main aim of our work is to propose a fast method
to obtain spatial coordinates of an arbitrary point in
a scene. Our approach is based on statistics and probability.
A flowchart of the whole system is shown in Fig. 3. All the
algorithms that have been used work with grayscale
images. We can divide the system into several separate
parts. At first, two images together with the calibration
matrix are loaded. The capture positions of images can be
in general relation. This means that the sensing cameras
can have different viewing angles, different distances from
the scene and arbitrary displacement in horizontal and even
vertical direction. The only condition is visibility of the
same objects. In the usual case of stereo sensing, the
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situation is simplified by using horizontal displacement
only. In this work, we call the input images left and right,
although they do not necessarily need to be classic stereo
images. Subsequently, the significant points are detected
and correspondences are established. In the next step, we
use the proposed algorithm to eliminate false
correspondences. Then, 3D coordinates of feature points
are calculated using a system of equations (2). At this
point, we have all the required information to use the
proposed method for reconstruction of spatial position of
a selected point. Position of the point in the left image is
selected. Subsequently, we can use the proposed algorithm
to find its position in the right image. Through the
knowledge of point positions in both images, we can
calculate its spatial position. In some steps open source
algorithms have been used. In the following, our suggested
approaches are described.
Start

Load images

(K)=Load interior
parameters of camera

(xm1, xm2) =Finding
of features points in
both images

Establishing
correspondences

Elimanation false
correspondences by
proposed function

(R. t) = Exterior
calibration(xn1, xn2)

A common approach based on the use of epipolar
geometry and Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm [11] is often used. Our method draws on the
method published in [10]. We exploit rules which combine
constraints for horizontal parallax, extremities in angle and
similarity of neighborhoods. At first, we determine angles
ß, formed between each straight line connecting the
corresponding points and the horizontal axis.
Subsequently, we calculate the confidence interval of the
angle. There can be a number of different correct angles
depending on the position point in space. Consequently,
the correspondence points are evaluated as false if the
appropriate angle ß does not fall within the specified
confidence interval. Further, the correspondence is marked
as false even if the horizontal displacement between pixel
positions is bigger than the determinate threshold. The
threshold is derived from image size and average
horizontal movement of a set of corresponding points.
Moreover, we use limitation of the color deviation in
defined neighborhood, if correspondences are found in
pseudo color. First, we calculate the average deviation of
reliable correspondences in the true color image. Based on
the average deviation, threshold is determined for false
correspondences. Subsequently, we calculate the difference
between the neighborhoods of corresponding points found
in the false colors. The difference is calculated from the
values in true color image. If the difference exceeds
threshold, then the relevant correspondence is evaluated as
false. Due to the use additional constraint, we can detect
false correspondences that the original method does not
reveal.

3.2 Finding the Position of a Point in the
Right Image

(X. Y,Z) = 3D
reconstruction (xn1,
xn2, R, t)

xs1 =Point selection

3.1 False Correspondence Elimination

Show reconstructed
model

Find near features
points

xs2 = Finding
corresponding point of
selected pixel

(X. Y,Z) = 3D
reconstruction (xs1,
xs2, R, t

The main topic of this paper is the method proposed
for spatial coordinate reconstruction of an arbitrary point
using its relation with close feature points. This procedure
is the most important block in the implemented system (see
Fig. 3). The input data for the 3D reconstruction algorithm
are the coordinates of the corresponding points in both
images. Coordinates of a selected point in the left image
are selected by user. The obtained coordinates of the
corresponding point in the second image is a difficult task
which is commonly executed using different similarity
measures (Sum of Absolute Differences - SAD, Sum of
Squared Differences - SSD, Ratio Image Uniformity - RUI,
Mutual Information - MI). In the case that a point belongs
to texture or to coherent area without contrast, the
discovered correspondences have low reliability.

Show results

END

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the designed system for the reconstruction of 3D model.

In the first part of the procedure, we make a decision
whether it is necessary to supplement the set of points with
extra points. Decision is made by a trained artificial neural
network, whose inputs are the depths of near feature points
and their distances from the selected point. In the instance
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that the point lays in dangerous area (too few
correspondences found by SURF), adding extra
information is necessary for obtaining accurate results.
During the first test, the information has been added using
manual determination of auxiliary correspondences. In the
next phase of research, we decided to use conversion to
pseudo color for finding new correspondences (see Section
3.3).
The proposed procedure to determine coordinates of
a point in the second image is described by a flowchart
shown in Fig. 4. The method is based on calculation of the
position of a selected point in the right image using the
known positions of feature points in both images.
Therefore, at first, we have to find a set of the feature
points. Feature points are found by the algorithm SURF. In
the second step, we want to assess the differences in
positions of the points found in the right (SURF_pos_r)
and the left image (SURF_pos_l). Subsequently we use this
difference to deduce position of the selected point in the
right image. However, we are interested in the difference in
positions of points which are spatially close to the selected
point only. Therefore, we calculate the Euclidean distances
between the position of the selected point and the positions
of points found by SURF in the left image. Pursuant
Euclidean distance we determine five closest feature
points. This quantity of points was determined
experimentally. In case that we would use a larger count of
points, the risk is increasing that some points belong to
another object, in depth different from the selected point.
On the contrary, if we use too few points, then we increase
the danger of probabilistic error.

Start

Calculation of the
depth and positoon
differences

YES

Find extra
correspondences
using Pseudo-coloring

Calculation of the
potential positions

Calculation of the
color differencies

Elimination of false
potential position

Calculation of
difference matrix

In the next step we calculate the potential positions of
the selected points in the right image, which forms the
input to the last step of the algorithm for determining
corresponding points, together with the position in the left
input image. Potential position (Pot_pos) is calculated
using following equation.
Pot _ pos

SURF _ pos _ l  SURF _ pos _ r .

Rsel  R j

2

 Gsel  G j

2

 Bsel  B j

Calculationd selected
point position

END

(3)

Subsequently we calculate the difference in color of
the selected point (in the left image) and of its potential
position (in the right image).
coldiff

NO
Belongs selected
point to „white area“

2

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm determining the
image coordinates for a selected point in the second
image.

.(4)

We eliminate the points whose difference exceeds
a threshold. This rule eliminates all potential pixels whose
color is not sufficiently similar to the color of the selected
pixel (in the left image). In case that after this operation
only one potential position remains in the right image, we
decide that just this position is correct and we can calculate
the spatial coordinates of this point using (3). If more than
one point remains, we continue with next steps to obtain
a reliable corresponding point. In the next step we calculate
differences between individual potential positions using the
following equation.

dif i, j

xi  x j

2

 yi  y j

2

(5)

where i, j are indices of potential positions and x, y are
image coordinates. Consequently we obtain the Difference
Matrix containing differences as
dif 1,1

dif 1,2

.. dif 1, j

dif 2,1

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

dif i,1

...

... dif i, j

.

(6)
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Based on the matrix, we can determine the layout of
the points. Depending on the situation, we calculate the
final position of the selected point in the right image.
Illustrative image in Fig. 5 shows different possible
situations. We can define three basic situations:
A) Two points remain: final position is given by the
average of their positions;
B) Two close points and one farther point remain: firstly,
average position from nearby points is calculated,
then weighted average with farther point is calculated
(farther point has smaller weight);
C) Two pairs of points remain: firstly, average position
from the nearby points is calculated. Then, weighted
average from the averaged positions of both pairs of
points is calculated. The pair with smaller distance
between the points has greater weight.
The mentioned weight is given by the ratio of
distances from the selected point. Using the procedure
described above, we obtain better results than using simple
averaging of possible positions and using simpler rule
proposed in [23] (see Section 3 for results). The process of
finding corresponding point by using simple averaging is
briefly described in the following paragraph.
The first two steps are the same as in the previous
procedure. We find a set of corresponding points by SURF
and we select five near points using calculation of
Euclidian distance. Subsequently, we calculate differences
between depths of individual near points and their
distances from the selected point. In case that ratio of
depths exceeds a chosen threshold, the position of
a selected pixel point in the right image is calculated only
from two closest points. Influence of each point is given by
the ratio of its distance from selected point. Otherwise, the
position of the point is obtained by averaging displacements of five nearest points.

3.3 Method Using Pseudo Colored Surveyed
Scenes
Pseudo-coloring is a technique for converting gray
scale images to false colors (pseudo colors), that do not
correspond to the real colors of the scene. This method
allows for a significant increase of resolution details in the
scene. The main use of false (pseudo) color is for analysis
by human viewers, because humans recognize more color
levels than grayscale degrees. A pseudo-colored image is
described by three color components, as well as true RGB
images (with true colors) or HSV. This Section deals with
the possibility to use pseudo-coloring for finding
corresponding points in areas without contrast. In the
previous research, we investigated the possibility of using
pseudo color space for image registration [24]. Its
drawback is in increased computational complexity.

Different methods for converting image to pseudo
coloring were published [19], [20], [21]. We can find
a survey some of them in [22]. In this work we use the
method proposed in [21], which defines conversion using
parametric equation of curve in RGB space. The method
can be described by following math equations.
§1  3 1  3 2 · § r t  sin Z  t  M ·
¸ ¨
¸ (7)
1 ¨
¨1  3 1  3 2 ¸  ¨ r t  cos Z  t  M ¸
2  3 ¨¨
¸
¸
zt
 2 2 ¸¹ ¨©
¹
© 2
where φ defines the initial color (color of pixel with zero
brightness) and ω specifies the dynamics of color changes.
These parameters are inputs to conversion. Through
change of these parameters, we can affect the conversion;
hence we can affect the output image. Consequently, we
can influence the search of correspondence. Particularly
the dynamics of changes ω has a significant impact.
§ R·
¨ ¸
¨G ¸
¨ B¸
© ¹

Fig. 6 shows that with pseudo-color, it is possible to
find corresponding points in image areas where it was
impossible in grayscale image. The search for corresponding points works perfect in pseudo colors when
corresponding pixels have exactly the same brightness
value in both grayscale images. Such condition is ensured
if both images (picture, photograph) have been captured in
the same time with the same light conditions and with the
same CCD sensor. If this is not the case, a problem
appears, because differences in pixel values increase due to
the process of pseudo coloring. Here, pixel value is the
brightness level in grayscale images and R, G, B
components in false color images.
To solve this problem, we use two approaches. First of
them is elimination of false correspondences using
constraints defined by a reliable correspondence obtained
in grayscale image. Elimination is based on the algorithm
described above in Section 2.1. We can obtain constraints
from the restricted neighborhood of a point. The second
approach uses the methods for image enhancement in
grayscale for better results. In this method, we transform
the scale from one picture to another with the aim to
eliminate the difference between the pixel values
(brightness) in corresponding pictures before converting
them to pseudo color. Therefore these methods may be
combined with methods for image enhancement in
grayscale for better results.
Practically, in our method we use pseudo coloring
only in case we do not have enough information for
estimation of corresponding points from the grayscale
analysis (by method described above in Section 3.2). In
such case we do not have sufficiently close points (found
by SURF) for reliable results and we need to add some
extra information. Then, we convert only the neighborhood of the selected point. Subsequently, we can find
correspondences using SURF in pseudo-color image.
Finally, we use the algorithm to estimate the position of the
selected point in the right image using the revealed
correspondences.
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Fig. 5. Possible scatter of points and process calculation of the
final position of the point in the right image. Blue
marks represent initial positions, red marks represent
interim results and green marks represent the final
position of point in the right image. Final position is
calculated as progressive weighted average of initial
positions. Weight is given by distance between points
in pairs.
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Fig. 7. Image correspondences before use algorithm for
elimination false correspondences (picture is taken
from [16]).

Fig. 8. Image correspondences after use algorithm for
elimination false correspondences (picture is taken
from [16]).

of feature points, triangulation. We proposed a modification in elimination of false correspondence. Fig. 7 shows
the initial correspondents. Obviously, some of the
correspondents are false. Fig. 8 shows correspondents after
application of the proposed method for elimination of false
correspondents. The improvement is evident.

Fig. 6. Finding the correspondence in grayscale (top) and in
pseudo-colored image (bottom), displayed as
grayscale.

4. Results of Experiment
The system for fast reconstruction of spatial
coordinates was designed in MATLAB and tested on a set
of images. The set contains images with various properties:
x

Varying mutual position of the sensing cameras;

x

Varying content of the scene;

x

Various cameras.

The calibration matrices have been obtained by
a MATLAB toolbox [13] inspired mainly by Zhengyou
Zhang [4]. Feature points were found by the SURF
algorithm [17]. Various methods were tested, however
SURF achieved the best results. We have used the
algorithm SURF with these basic parameters: Hessian
threshold: 0.0002, number of octaves: 5, length of SURF
descriptor: 64. In order to calculate the spatial coordinates

Further, we have tested a novel approach for finding
a point corresponding to the selected point. Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10 show the results of using the proposed method to
find the point position in the right image. For clarity,
figures show only a part of the scene with neighborhood
ofthe selected point. The first figure represents a simple
situation when the closed feature points have similar
depths. Obviously, in this case, the position of the point is
found correctly (Fig. 9). As a consequence, reconstruction
is executed correctly as well (see Fig. 12a). In the second
case, the selected point belongs to the dangerous area. This
means that close feature points have significantly different
depths or are distant from the selected point. Fig. 10b
shows that even in this situation, we have obtained better
results if an improvement of the basic idea described in
Section 3.2 was used. We have proved that we can reach
additional improvement if pseudo coloring is used. The
tests confirmed that the SURF algorithm finds feature
points with reliable correspondences even in areas where
they could not be found in true colors (see Fig. 6).
The resulting reconstructions are shown in Fig. 12 for
scenes in Fig. 11. Due to the limited extent of the paper, we
present just a limited number of figures with results (see
Fig. 12). For clarity and lucidity, accurate manual
correspondences were established, which are used for
modeling of objects in the scene (blue objects in Fig. 12).
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.
a)

Fig. 9. Finding the position of selected point in the second
image using the proposed method (simple situation).
Blue marks represent the nearby salient points. Red
marks represent possible positions of the selected point
in the second image. Green marks represent positions
of the selected point in both images.

b)
Fig. 10. Finding the position of selected point in the second
image using the proposed method (simple situation).
Blue marks represent the nearby salient points. Red
crosses represent possible positions of the selected
point in the second image. Red dots represent extra
points. Green marks represent positions of selected
points in both images.

These correspondences have no function in the
proposed algorithms and serve only for graphical
representation of results.
For the purpose of quantitative expression of the
results, we performed calculation of spatial coordinates of
several points. The required correspondences of points
were obtained by four different methods: averaging from
five near points (Five Points Method), averaging from two
near points (Two Points Method), proposed method
described in detail in Section 2.2 – Elimination Ratio
Method(ER) and SAD as a representative of regularly used
local methods. Besides that, we determined the true spatial
positions of points. Subsequently, we calculated the
differences between the computed positions and the true
spatial positions as Euclidian distances.
differ

X true  X 2  Ytrue  Y 2  Z true  Z

2

.

c)

(9)

We executed this test for two images. The results are
summarized in Tab. 1. From the results, it is obvious that
the use of the proposed method is advantageous. On the
other hand, it is necessary to mention that SAD method
works well in case of points with relatively significant
surroundings.
The test was executed on PC with processor Intel
Core 2 Duo 2 GHz and 2 GB RAM memory. The method
contribution is particularly its speed, due to the fact that we
do not examine certain vicinity of image for each selected

Fig. 11.Tested scenes used in test. a) MATLAB scene obtained
from web [16]. b) Boxes scene by camera FinePix
REAL 3D W1. c) Cubes obtained by camera FinePix
REAL 3D W1.

Method
Five Points Method
Two Points Method
ER method
SAD

differences
boxes
cubes
0.4619
0.6260
0.5451
0.6677
0.1941
0.6752
1.4341
134.2489

Tab. 1. Summary of differences in the computed spatial
positions.
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range of parallax: 120 pixels. However, time demand of
SAD will largely increase when we search in a larger
neighborhood or use a larger window. For example, in case
we need to search in a large range of horizontal parallax
(from 0 to 600 pixels) and take into consideration even the
vertical parallax, because images are in general positions
(for example in range 100 pixels), then the computation
time of SAD is approximately 5 s.

5. Conclusion
a)

b)

c)
Fig. 12. Resulting reconstruction position of selected points.
Color marks represent locations of selected points in
space. Blue objects are pictured only for clarity. Model
of a) MATLAB scene b) Boxes scene c) Cubes scene.

point. Algorithm for determination of pixel position in
second image, which is the core of the proposed method, is
performed in around 7 milliseconds. The proposed
algorithm is faster than search using SAD (or similar
metrics). In case that the position of the pixels differs only
in the column, the execution time is approximately the
same as for SAD with these properties: window size: 9,

We have proved the usability of the proposed method
estimating the position of selected (by user) point in right
image, based on relationship with correspondences found
by SURF. In the first tests, we confirmed that for more
reliable results, it is often required to add extra information
to a certain area with lack of suitable cor-responding points
(for example area with rapid change of depth). We
mentioned that this information can be added in the form of
targets in the scene or as manually added correspondences
during image processing.
In connection with these findings, we propose using
a conversion to pseudo colors. This conversion brings an
increase of contrast and in consequence a possibility of
finding new correspondences. The performed tests confirm
that this approach is usable. However, a problem with false
correspondences is raised. This problem can be solved
using transform of grayscale before the conversion and
elimination of false correspondences through a set of
reliable correspondences. Obviously, use of pseudo color
for this purpose is entirely new. Use of pseudo color allows
for creation of denser network of corresponding points,
which is helpful for reconstruction of spatial coordinates
and for creation of quality depth map. We are aware of no
other work using pseudo colors for these purposes,
therefore there are no comparable results.
Moreover, we proposed an improvement of the
algorithm for estimation of the selected point position in
the right image. Adjustment of the algorithm allows for
more reliable and more precise results. Improvement is
based on the assumption that not all feature points around
the selected points belong to the same depth and we need
to identify them and utilize this information in the right
way. The Difference Matrix and calculation of color
differences ensure this request.
Limitation of false correspondences is an important
task too, therefore setting the right correspondences allows
for finding the correct exterior calibration and subsequently precise reconstruction. Our approach provides
fast and reliable results.
Most methods deal with finding correspondences in
significant points. They not solve finding correspondence
for a concrete point selected by the user. Therefore direct
comparison is impossible. We compared our method with
some methods based on similarity measures such as SAD,
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SSD and so on. Comparison with SAD is summarized in
Tab. 1.
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